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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.1 WORD PRACTICE:     

THE MEDIAL Y 

1. easier AEZ/YER easiest AEZ/YEFT 

2. happier HAP/YER happiest HAP/YEFT 

3. heavier HAEFB/YER heaviest HAEFB/YEFT 

4. busier BIZ/YER (or) BUZ/YER busiest BIZ/YEFT (or) BUZ/YEFT 

5. luckier LUK/YER luckiest LUK/YEFT 

6. merrier MER/YER merriest MER/YEFT 

7. serial SAOER/YAL cereal SAOER/YAEL 

8. aerial AIR/YAL radio RAID/YOE 

9. onion ON/YON studio STAOUD/YOE 

10. union AOUN/YON helium HAOEL/YUM 

11. furrier FUR/YER stadium STAID/YUM 

12. curious KAOUR/YUS genius JAOEN/YUS 

13. furious FAOUR/YUS humiliate HAOU/MIL/YAIT 

14. ingredient IN/GRAOED/YENT aquarium A/KWAIR/YUM 

15. bacteria BAK/TAOER/YA studious STAOUD/YUS 

16. pneumonia NAOU/MOEN/YA congenial KON/JAOEN/YAL 

17. interior IN/TAOER/YOER Soviet SOEV/YET 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.1 WORD PRACTICE CONTINUED: 

18. alleviate A/LAOEV/YAIT custodian KUS/TOED/YAN 

19. radius RAID/YUS expedient EX/PAOED/YENT 

20. cranial KRAIN/YAL brilliance BRIL/YANS 

21. retaliate RE/TAL/YAIT adverbial AD/VERB/YAL 

22. mysterious MIS/TAOER/YUS ulterior UL/TAOER/YOER 

23. historian HIS/TOER/YAN infuriate IN/FAOUR/YAIT 

24. cafeteria KAF/TAOER/YA amphibian AM/FIB/YAN 

25. radio RAID/YOE deviate DAOEV/YAIT 

26. anterior AN/TAOER/YOER Brazilian BRAZ/IL/YAN 

27. amnesia AM/NAOEZ/YA ammonia A/MOEN/YA 

28. psychiatric SAOIK/YA/TRIK piteous PIT/YUS 

29. trivial TRIV/YAL devious DAOEV/YUS 

30. curio KAOUR/YOE pictorial PIK/TOER/YAL 

31. arterial  AR/TAOER/YAL alleviation A/LAOEV/YAIGS 

32. remedial RE/MAOED/YAL colonial KOL/OEN/YAL (or) KLOEN/YAL 

33. curia KAOUR/YA communion KOM/AOUN/YON (or) KMAOUN/YON 

34. audience AUD/YENS delineate DAOE/LIN/YAIT (or) DLIN/YAIT 

35. affiliation A/FIL/YAIGS delirious DAOE/LIR/YUS (or) DLIR/YUS 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.1 WORD PRACTICE CONTINUED: 

36. copious KOEP/YUS delirium DAOE/LIR/YUM (or) DLIR/YUM 

37. cornea KOERN/YA artesian AR/TAOEZ/YAN 

38. brilliant BRIL/YANT bacterial BAK/TAOER/YAL 

39. Arabian A/RAIB/YAN copier KOP/YER 

40. dominion DOE/MIN/YON exterior EX/TAOER/YOER 

41. media MAOED/YA cardiac KARD/YAK 

42. resilient RE/SIL/YENT Indian IND/YAN 

43. radiance RAID/YANS radiant RAID/YANT 

44. lenient LAOEN/YENT recipient RE/SIP/YENT 

45. premium PRAOEM/YUM burial BUR/YAL 

46. librarian LAOIB/RAIR/YAN accordion A/KOERD/YON 

47. stallion STAL/YON medium MAOED/YUM 

48. period PAOER/YOD affiliate A/FIL/YAIT 

49. hernia HERN/YA trivia TRIV/YA 

50. phobia FOEB/YA arterial  AR/TAOER/YAL 

51. mediate MAOED/YAIT retaliate RE/TAL/YAIT 

52. infuriate IN/FAOUR/YAIT abbreviate A/BRAOEV/YAIT 

53. jovial JOEV/YAL podium POED/YUM 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.1 WORD PRACTICE CONTINUED: 

54. helium  HAOEL/YUM guardian GARD/YAN 

55. battalion BAT/AL/YON or BA/TAL/YON rebellion RE/BEL/YON 

56. companion COM/PAN/YON reunion RE/AOUN/YON 

57. onion ON/YON scorpion SKOERP/YON 

58. radiation RAID/YAIGS retaliation RE/TAL/YAIGS 

59. abbreviation A/BRAOEV/YAIGS polio POEL/YOE 

60. patio PAT/YOE exterior EX/TAOER/YOER 

61. inferior IN/FAOER/YOER savior SAIV/YOER 

62. dubious DAOUB/YUS hideous HID/YUS 

63. tedious TAOED/YUS studious STAOUD/YUS 

64. precarious PRE/KAIR/YUS hilarious HIL/AIR/YUS 

65. glorious GLOER/YUS victorious VIK/TOER/YUS 

66. curious  KAOUR/YUS furious  FAOUR/YUS 

67. rebellious RE/BEL/YUS obedient OE/BAOED/YENT 

68. recipient RE/SIP/YENT luxurious LUX/YUR/YUS (or) LUX/AOUR/YUS 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.2 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 
 

1. This is an easier test. Play the easier course. 

2. Which is the easiest way? This route is the easiest. 

3. Is he any happier today? Are you happier than Jim? 

4. She is the happiest girl. Who is the happiest of all? 

5. This one is heavier than that. Which carton is heavier? 

6. Which one is the heaviest? The wooden crate is heaviest. 

7. The circus has an aerial act. The aerial tram opens at noon. 

8. They found he was a carrier. The company is a freight carrier. 

9. I read the serial every week. Do you watch the serial? 

10. Eat the cereal. The cereal is loaded with sugar. 

11. The radio has a new tuner. We need a new clock radio. 

12. I am luckier than I can believe. Robert is luckier than I am. 

13. This must be my luckiest day. Who is the luckiest one here? 

14. Meet me at the studio. Which studio do you work for? 

15. Did you say he was a furrier? The furrier has the coat for you. 

16. Are you really serious? I am serious about it. 

17. Are you going to join the union? He makes union wages now. 

18. She was furious at the new plan. He will be furious when he hears. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.2 PRACTICE SENTENCES CONTINUED:  
 

19. They say Einstein was a genius. He rated as a genius on the scale. 

20. The ball is filled with helium. Helium is lighter than air. 

21. The new stadium will be huge. We will play in the stadium. 

22. He is busier today. Is Ryan busier than Tim? 

23. Who is the busiest one? This is the busiest warehouse. 

24. Climb up the canyon wall. Have you seen the Grand Canyon? 

25. That is an ingenious plan. Your suggestion is ingenious. 

26. The kitten is curious. Why are you so curious? 

27. The fur is very luxurious. She lives a luxurious life. 

28. That is just trivia. Trivia can be a lot of fun. 

29. Will you peel the onion for me? Peeling an onion makes me cry. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.3 BRIEFS  

1. somebody SM-B someone SM-N something SM-G 

2. everybody EFRB everyone EFRN everything EFRG 

3. anybody NIB anyone NIN anything NIG 

4. nothing NOG nobody NOEB   

 

**Note: no one is written: NO/WUN 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.4 BRIEF DRILL  

1. anybody someone nothing minute 

2. sufficient somebody something everyone 

3. nothing someone everybody everything 

4. someone general everything nobody 

5. anything anyone another something 

6. everything anything something nothing 

7. everyone anyone someone nobody 

8. everybody anybody somebody secretary 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.5 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 
 

1. Ask anybody that you can. Does anybody know the answer? 

2. Did you find anybody? Anybody can learn that. 

3. Ask anyone that you can. Does anyone know the answer? 

4. Did you find anyone? Anyone can learn that. 

5. Did you find out anything? Do anything you can for her. 

6. Did you find anything wrong?  Have you heard anything yet? 

7. Somebody must have the key. Does somebody know the answer? 

8. Did you find somebody? Somebody will come to the rescue. 

9. Someone must have the key. Does someone know the answer? 

10. Did you find someone? Someone will come to the rescue. 

11. Pay something on the account. Give her something for a gift. 

12. Something is not right here. Tell me something about it. 

13. Everything is not lost.  He did everything for her. 

14. Put everything away now. Everything will turn out all right. 

15. Tell everyone about the sale. Everyone should read that book. 

16. What is everyone else doing? Everyone has something to offer. 

17. I saw nobody with him. Nobody is ready to assist. 

18. It is one nobody wants. Nobody listened to him. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.5 PRACTICE SENTENCES CONTINUED: 
 

19. Tell everybody about the sale. Everybody should read that book. 

20. What is everybody else doing? Everybody has something to offer. 

21. Nothing is going right today. There is nothing he can do. 

22. He has nothing to do with it. There is nothing here to eat. 

23. No one called us today. I saw no one watching the house. 

24. No one can do anything for her. No one is at home right now. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.6 CONSONANT COMPOUNDS:  
 
-NG  AND  -RM 
 

1. ring rang rung sing sang song 

2. lung long hung hang sling slang 

3. bang bong dang fang gong ding 

4. dung tong king thong fling sting 

5. harm alarm farm storm term firm 

6. worm germ form dorm arm perm 

7. norm warm swarm charm sperm affirm 

8. squirm berm disarm deform reform earworm 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 25 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

25.7 PRACTICE SENTENCES: 
 

1. Ring the bell for help. She sang at the concert. 

2. It has been a long time. Hang the picture there. 

3. The bullet pierced his lung. Put his arm in a sling. 

4. You should have a fling. I know he is wrong about it. 

5. The bird had a lame wing. I wish I were king. 

6. Were you stung by the bee? He flung it out the window. 

7. It wouldn’t do any harm. That is good farm land there. 

8. His arm is broken. Are you warm enough? 

9. He works on a farm. Use a firm touch. 

10. She lived in the dorm.  Did you fish with a worm? 

11. What is the norm? He has a term of five years. 

12. Who is the schoolmarm? What germ caused the illness? 

 


